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MASTER
ABSTRACT

The p a r t i c l e bed reactor designed for 100 t o 300 MW power output using hydrogen

as a coolant i s capable of s p e c i f i c impulses up t o 1000 seconds as a nuclear

rocket . A s i n g l e space s h u t t l e compatible v e h i c l e can perform extens ive

miss ions from Leo to 3 t i n e s GEO and return with mult i - ton payloads. The use of

hydrogen t o d i r e c t l y cool p a r t i c u l a t e reactor fue l r e s u l t s in a compact,

l ightweight rocket v e h i c l e , whose duration of usefulness i s dependent only upon

hydrogen resupply a v a i l a b i l i t y . The LEO t o GEO mission has a payload c a p a b i l i t y

of 15.4 metric tons with 3 .4 meters of s h u t t l e bay. To Increase the volume

l i m i t a t i o n of the s h u t t l e bay, the use of ammonia in the I n i t i a l boost phase

from LEO i s used t o g ive greater payload volume with a s a a l l decrease in payload

mass, 8 .7 meters and 12*7 ra-tons. The reactor f u e l elemenCs cons i s t of

HTGR-type f u e l p a r t i c l e s 700 microns in diameter held between coaxia l porous

metal or ceramic f r i t s forming annular elements through which coolant gas f lows

r a d i a l l y . Nineteen of these elements are arranged in a reactor core matrix with

a canned LiH moderator between them, forming a thermal reactor . The nominal

core s i z e i s AO-cra diameter by 60-cm l ength , with a 5-cm l i q u i d H2 r e f l e c t o r .

The incoming hydrogen gas flows through holes in the moderator cool ing the

moderator before enter ing the thin I n l e t plenum around each f u e l

element. The gas flows r a d i a l l y inward through the f r i t s and packed p a r t i c l e

bed e x i t i n g along the central channel of each element. The neutronic s t u d i e s
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INTRODUCTION

The gas-cooled particle bed reactor can be used for direct heating of the

propulsion gas for an orbital transfer rocket* Mien hydrogen Is used to cool

the nuclear reactor, the specific Impulse approaches 1000 seconds, which is more

than twice that of chemical rockets. Reactor, power levels of 100 to 300

megawatts are possible from a snail particle bed reactor, which provide thrusts

high enough to perform true Hohaann orbit transfers.

REACTOR DESIGN

The reactor design that produces the high gas ten.pii'^'i-r^-- of up to 3500 K is of

the particle bed fuel technology design. A typica* £tt£l is made up of particles

700 microns in diameter each with a 300 micron kernel of zirconiun carbide,

which contains several percent of uranium carbide. The uranium carbide is la

solid solution In the zirconium carbide and has a melting point of about 3600

K. The 300 micron kernel is coated with alternating layers of porous carboa to

contain the fission products, a pyrocarbon barrier, silicon carbide, and

zirconium carbide for hydrogen resistance. The superior heat transfer of the

small part ices, which allows the high power densities of 10 ktf/cm3 Is readily

evident from their large surface area (86 cm2 per cm 3), and the heat transfer

coefficient of the high velocity gas, which flows over them. The film

temperature difference is abcut 100#C. The fuel has been tested at Brookhaven

National Laboratory in beds at high power densities. The fuel has also been

tested as HTGR fuel at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, General Atomic Company,

and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, ref, 1, 2, and 3.

The particle bed is held between concentric porous cylindrical frits. The

coolant gas flow is radially inward to the central channel, erlting axlally to

the rocket nozzle, see Fig. 1 and 2. The fuel is held in nineteen fuel elements

arranged in a triangular pattern within the zirconium hydride or lithium-7
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hydride noderator (Fig. 3 ) . The ref lector around Che core has been varied from

a s t a i n l e s s s t e e l v e s s e l , t o beryllium metal, t o zirconium hydride to cold

hydrogen gas depending upon the reactor weight desired and react iv i ty control

•ethod. The core s i z e i s optimized at a 40 cm diameter and 60 cm length with

the overall reactor s i z e at a 56 en diameter and a 100 cm length with a minimum

weight of 300 Kg (<see Fig . 4)* The design parameters for the base *•*•?* reactor

i s shown in Table 1 (Fig . 5 ) .

The Mark-2 reactor using ref lector react iv i ty control i s shown in Fig . 6. The

cola hydrogen gas at 1500 ps i i s fed to the outside region of the reactor where

radiation heating warns the hydrogen froic 30 K to about 100 K. The hydrogen

then passes upward through the fuel elements Co be heated t o 2750 K before

reaching the rocket nozzle. The react iv i ty of the reactor i s controlled by the

temperature of the hydrogen in the re f lec tor . As shown in Figure 7, the

c r i t i c a l multipl ication constant for a 4,0 Kg uranium-235 loading requires that

the average hydrogen temperature be about 50 K. A 4.5 Kg uraniiira-235 loading i s

c r i t i c a l when the average hydrogen temperature i s 110 K, while a 5.0 Kg

urauium-235 loading cannot be controlled with a 5 cm H2 re f l ec tor . Table 2

(Fig. 8) l i s t s the character is t ics of the Mark-2 r e f l e c t i v i t y control reactor.

MISSION STUDY

For the study, the orbital transfer vehic le (OTV) begins operation at an

al t i tude of 150 nautical miles above the earth in low earth orbit (LEO) and

reaches geosynchronous orbit (GEO) at 19,365 n-miles within 5.28 hours. The

volume and l i f t capabil i ty of the space shutt le are used as l imitat ions on the

various missions. The bay cross-section available i s four meters in diameter

with a length of 17.7 meters (see Fig. 9 ) . The shutt le l i f t capabil i ty of

29,500 kilograms i s used t o carry the OTV and i t s payload t o LEO in a s ing le

miss ion.
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Five basic missions were calculated; 1. LEO to GEO, 2. LEO to Polar orbit,

3. LEO to GEO and drop package, go to three tines CEO altitude, back to CEO

with payload, 4. LEO to 3x GEO, back to CEO with payload, 5. LEO to CEO, drop

package, reverse direction with payload. The studies for the five missions

assumed the necessary fuel volumes m» well as the equipment that fit within the

shuttle bay volume. One of the limitations is that the bay Is volume United

when using hydrogen as a propellant rather than weight United. To allow aore

volume for payload, the more dense coolant araraonia was substituted for hydrogen

in the initial boost phase from LEO orbit, and hydrogen used for all subsequent

propellant thrusts. An additional option to the missions was the ability to

jettison the empty ammonia tank. The ammonia is carried in a toroidal tank

surrounding the reactor and rocket nozzle and Is released rearward (see Fig.

10).

The volume available for the payload is reported as the bay length in meters

because the shuttle bay cross—section is constant at a 4-meter diameter

(allowing side clearance). The payload weight is the difference between the

shuttle lift capability (65,000 lbs.) and the weight of the propellants,

reactor, rocket chamber-nozzle, tanks, and structures required reported in

metric tons (2,200 lbs).

RESULTS

The number one mission, LEO to GEO, using all hydrogen propellant has the

highest payload of any mission -15.4 metric tons (34,000 lbs) and an available

bay length of 3.37 meters (11.0 ft). This is compared in Fig. 11 to the Centaur

G' rocket that has a payload of 6.0 metric tons and payload length of 9.15

meters. The other missions of increasing complexity are also shown with

decreasing payloads and lengths. The payload length becomes negative for the

fourth and fifth missions, which are not possible with hydrogen.
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The use of ammonia as the Initial coolant-propellant In the reactor reduces the

payload as shown In Fig. 12 by 17Z for the first mission; however, the payload

length Increases tr 8.68 meters (see Fig. 5). All five Missions now become

possible and are compared in Table 2 (Fig. 13). The payload length is a minimum

of 4.5 teeters on the most complex missions, and this nay be sufficiently large.

Payload weights and sizes will require that the propellant quantities of NH3 and

H2 be proportioned to fit the particular case. The Jettisoning of the empty

ammonia tank is an Important saving of vehicle weight in the multiple thrust

missions.

In addition to the five basic missions, two missions were added that returned

the OTV to the so-called high LEO. HI LEO is a 250 n-mlle high orbit with a

long orbit decay tine (hundreds of years) and ir considered a nuclear safe orbit

with sufficient fission-product decay time for the very low fission-product

inventory. This orbit will allow the possibility of refilling propelIant tank*

or the discharge of reactor fuel prior to returning the OTV to earth.

The first of the two Is the single LEO to CEO mission with return to Hi LEO.

Using all hydrogen propellant, the payload Is high (7.5 m-tons) but with no room

In the shuttle bay for payload. This configuration could be used for satellite

retrieval from orbit. When ammonia is used prior to the hydrogen payload, room

becomes available at the cost of 1 to 2 a-tons of payload weight (see Fig. 14).

A mld-LF.O jettison of the ammonia tank allows a 5.5 m-ton payload with 2.2

meters of shuttle bay room. An after-LEO jettison of the ammonia tank gives a 4

m-ton payload, but a large 6.5 meter shuttle bay length.

The second mission of the two Is LEO to GEO with the deployment of a 2 to 3

m-ton payload, continue on to three times GEO altitude with the rest of the

payload, whose weight varies with reactor gas temperature and mode of tank

jettisoning, either mid or afCer-LEO "burn" (see Fig. IS). A mld-LEQ tank



jettison provides very little room for payload C0«2 to 0.4 -wetar*, whilff

after-LEO provides 4.5 to 5*0 meters. After-LEO reduces the balance of payload

to about one a-ton with two tons deployed using reactor temperatures of 3250 and

3500 K. The return from 3 GEO to CEO allows the pickup of the original deployed

payload including exchange of on-board payload and return to HI LEO. There Is

an area in Fig. 15 that indicates conditions that exceed the shuttle capability,

and is an area that becomes smaller as the reactor temperature rises. The

return to Mi LEO allows the discharge of payload for shuttle pickup, and

possible reuse of the OTV.

StWMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This analysis indicates that a nuclear powered OTV greatly increases payloads

for GEO and extra-GEO missions by two to three compared to a chemical

hydrogen-oxygen rocket. The nuclear OTV enables new extra-GEO missions to be

performed, including parking in ultra-high orbits and returning to CEO with a

spare satellite, also the transfer to retrograde GEO orbits upon command. When

shuttle compatible conditions are imposed, reasonable payload volumes become

available with the use of ammonia propellant for the initial thrust and hydrogen

propelIant for the balance of the thrusts, at only a 15% reduction in payload.

The reactor used is small and lightweight, of the HTGR particle bed technology

with a critical loading of about four kilograms of uranium-235. The total

reactor weight of 300 Kg can produce 200 megawatts of power at a gas temperature

of 2750 K (4A90*F)* The short operating tine, of about an hour, produces

negligible radiation damage, fuel burnup, an fission product buildup. The

reactor can be disposed of, after use, into a non—returning orbit*
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FIGURE 1

BASELINE FUEL ELEMENT a MODERATOR BLOCK
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FKURE 2'

!

H2 MODERATOR REGION INLET H 2
(LOW FLOW).
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

CORE diam -40 cm (BASE CASE)
CONTROL DRUMS - 12
INLET COOLING CHANNELS - 36
FUEL ELEMENT dlsa - 6.3 cm (BASE CASE)

INLET COOLING CHANNEL
1.13 cm diam.

SS PRESSURE VESSEL

CONTROL DRUM

REFLECTOR

FUEL
ELEMENT

PARTICLE BED OTV (19 FUEL ELEMENT)
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FIGURE 5

OTV REACTOR

TABLE 1 \
BASE CASE DESIGN PARAMETERS

PARAMETERS:
MUMBER OF FUEL ELEMENTS - 19
FUEL PARTICLE SIZE - 700 KM
FUEL VOLUME FRACTION OF CORE - 25Z
RANGE OF 2 3 5U (93-5Z ENRICHMENT) LOADINGS - 4-10 KG
POISON FRACTION OF CONTROL ROD - 37X
NUMBER OF CONTROL RODS - 12

MATERIALS:
FUEL - UC IN ZRC
POISON - B*C
INLET FRIT - INCONEL, 50Z POROSITY
OUTLET FRIT - RHENIUH, 50Z POROSITY
MODERATOR - ZRHJU7 CANNED IN 10 MIL SS
REFLECTOR - STAINLESS STEEL

BROOKHAVSH NATlOKAl LABORATORY^ | | |
ASSOCIATH) UNfVEKnES, INC C l I I I
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V
FIGURE 6

MARK-2 OTV WITH H2 CONTROL/REFLECTOR

ORIFICE HOLES

PRESSURE VESSEL
THICKNESS > 2 in.

H2 FLOW RATES IN
A XND B WILL BE AD-
JUSTED BY CONTROL -
VALVES. THE TEMPERA-
TORE OF THE "A" STREAM
THROUGH THE ORIFICES
WILL BE DETERMINED BY
FLOW RATE SETTING,
WHICH IN TURN DETER-
MINES H, DENSITY AMD

NEUTRON REFLECTIVITY.
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FIGURE 7

1.10

OTV Reactor
40 cm Dia. x 60 cm Long Core

Li7H Moderator
5 cm H2 Reflector at 60 atm
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FIGURE 8

OTV REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

POWER - 200 flW
CAS OUTLET TEflPERATURE - 2750 K
COOLANT PRESSURE - 60 ATM H2, 80 ATH NH3
POWER DENSITY - 10 KW/CM 3

FUEL BED VOLUME - 25? OF REACTOR CORE
FUEL BED MATERIAL - 700 *u, ZuC-COATED, UC2 SPHERES
aUMBER OF FUEL ELEMENTS - 19
DIAMETER OF CORE - W CM
LENGTH OF CORE - 60 CM
MODERATOR - Li*H (CANNED)
REFLECTOR - COLD HYDROGEN
THICKNESS OF REFLECTOR - 5 CM
REACTIVITY CONTROL - REFLECTOR HYDROGEN DENSITY

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
ALUMINUM PRESSURE VESSEL - 3 CM ThICK
OVERALL SIZE - 100 CM X 56 CM DIA.
OVERALL WT. - 300 KG

COOLANT

CORE PRESSURE
DROP

DESIGN A

HYDROGEN

(LIQUID * GAS)

0*50 ATM
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FIGURE 9

ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE

LIQUID GEO PAYLOAD'

LIQUID H2 TANK'

GAS DUCTS

.. PRIMARY SHIELD

REACTOR
CONTROLS -*;

NOZZLE

NOTE: Reactor
shown to approx,
scole for iOOMW(th)
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FIGURE 11

161

12!

LEO TO GEO (1.10000)

LEO TO POLAR (3.08000)

LEO TO GEO DROP 5000 kg PACKAGE
TO 3 GEO TO GEO H/PAYLOAD
(i.11101)

10 I
LEO TO 3 GEO TO GEO (2.10100)

LEO TO GEO DROP PACKAGE & REVERSE
(1.11010)

G1

CENTAUR LEOJto GEO^> (1.000)

COMPARISON OF FIVE MISSIOHS WITH H2+O2 ROCKET

REACTOR POWER - 100 MW

PROPELLANT - HYDROGEN

O1

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

GAS TEMPERATURE, K



FIGURE 12

i

So

1
6

16 -

12

10

2000

COMPARISON OF FIVE MISSIONS WITH H2 + O2 ROCKET

(1.000)

CENTAUR G

I

LEO TO GEO
(1.10000)

REACTOR POWER, 100 MW
PROPELLANT, NH3 AND H2

LEO TO POLAR
(3.10000)

LEO TO GEO, CROP SOOO kg PACKAGE, TO
3 GEO, TO GEO WITH PAYIi/AD (1 .11101)

LEO TO GEO DROP PACKAGE AND REVERSE (1 .11010]

LEO TO 3 GEO TO GEO (2 .10100)

LEO TO GEO DROP PACKAGE AND REVERSE (1 .21010)

2500 3000

GAS TEMPERATURE, K

3500 4000



FIGURE 13

MISSION PERFORMANCE

100 MW REACTOR, 2750 K GAS OUTLET TEMPERATURE

BASIC
MISSION

LEO TO
GEO (equatorial)

LEO TO
POLAR

LEO TO
GEO, TO
3 GEO,
TO GEO (equatorial)

LEO TO
3 GEO TO
GEO (inclined)

LEO TO
GEO AND
REVERSE (equatorial)

H2 PROPELLANT

PAYLOAn
WT KR

15,422

13,268

10,143

12,976

3,828

PAYLOAD
LENGTH n

3.37

1.36

-1.56

0.97

-7*45 :

NH3 + H2
PROPELI.ANT*

WT Kfc

12,748

10,927

8,288

9,468

** 2,126

LENGTH m

8.68

6.98

4.52

6.77

4.54

H2/02
CENTAUR G1

WT Kg LENGTH •

5,993 9.2

3,000 9.0

* J«ttlaon of NH3 tank at mid-LEO
** Jettison after LEO
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FIGURE 14

Leo-? Geo-} Hi Leo 100MW Reactor
(250 N. Miles)

n

I
•0
n

!

Jettison Tank After Leo Burn
negative Payload Room

NH_ Tank Jettison Mid Leo Burn
2.2 M Payload Room

NH. Tank Jettison After Leo Bun
6.5 M Payload Room

2500 3000

Gas Temperature - °K

3500
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FIGURE 15

Leo-> Geo)-> 3Geo-^.

Payload
Deployed

o)-^ Hi Leo

Payload
Pickup

H2 S KH3 O 0 M H

I
1
r-l

2 2.5

Payload
Deployed

200°**

2500 3000

GAB. Temperature - °K

3500


